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MAKING DO

This animal holds a photograph up
to the light, as if the sun will help
to see through what’s been written

here, will infuse bit by bit claw, pincher,
furry arm, inky eye, heavy
pink tongue with understanding,

and for what? The spinning
he can’t feel but knows is present
in each living thing the magnitude

of our sojourn through this darkest
stretch of afternoon, the millenial
tumult, the hurtle from blank

to black—all part of the design
from which we extricate a shred
of life. A jackrabbit twitches its nose,

cocks back one notched ear and the flight
through the valley dust commences
as it does each evening about this time.
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ENGINEER

I am a civil engineer on a crumbling bridge 
that spans the lake near the house
where you used to live
growing up in a reed waste fine smooth things 
to brighten the interior are spidering
away the life 

*

I am a keep in a copse the woods
a reminder of bullets & forks while rattles 
clamber outreach in a plastic gallows 
forgetfulness does not excuse us rather from 
the insides it redeems
giant rhododendron savior of back yards 
split fences foment here a resolution
for the scarlet tanager
non-native solutions to overcome
this burgeoning prayerbook
how can we know how to live
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FAILURES OF THE POETS

Wyatt couldn’t keep count of his “numbrous vers”
And when I mentioned this, a user said, “pronounced properly, 
They scan perfectly.” They do not, but as a rule, 
I’ve stopped arguing with old men. The shaggy poems,
Derived from an old Italian, have their mincing charms,
And for this he did not deserve hanging, nor beheading.
It’s unfortunate to be a human being in the 21st 
Century, having learned little to nothing about little
And nothing. But everything is so huge! Battles around
Us, aswarm, and unseen unless one squints hard: 
This morning, coming down from LSD, I saw for the first time
A thousand (I exaggerate) small white birds colliding furious
In the wind outside my front window. Flying and crashing,
And on for hours, making their beauty by falling apart;
Do I dissemble? I don’t think so. I think sometimes my heart
Is full of inert materials, but I still keep making fragile things.
Whitman was long-winded and too keeping with the rhythms
Of everyday speech—an unpoetic medium—but one must 
Only glance back at English Verse to see his rhythms 
Were old and honored—he was not encumbered, though,
By regularity, whatever that means. His sister, Emily, 
Seemed to know only one rhythm, and that too was just fine.
Nobody genius is ever fine for their time. We would
Do well to remember this. O’Hara was killed by a wayward
Vehicle on a beach in the prime of his life. He enjoyed
Fellating strangers and wrote the most beautiful imperfect
Poems. All of these things are worthy of praise, even the parts
Nobody wants to talk about. Pound succumbed to Italian 
Fascism. Like Wyatt, he wandered too far from his native land,
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Perhaps, or became disheartened by the brokenness around,
Unable to contain history, he made it himself in a spectacularly
Audacious way, both famous and infamous. And from the ship
I come into this madness too. I cannot hold a job, and have 
Birthed nothing significant in this world. I count birds and numbers
Of syllables, but cannot raise my own child. The poems, they
Come as they will. I have a human south of me who loves me,
And I have other ways of being. I will burst into flames, then get up.
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CASE MARKER

I like the orange pylon icon I was caddying 
for my brother begone a sameness to each 
point apart: equidistant hearts blown up
to better see the insides, the gall, appall of 
a thing that should know better

*

Been a long fire & now two-dozen mowed 
what else? so long night at one time
a sonnet lived here but a sonnet doesn’t live here 
anymore because we have lost our 
capacity to be astonished

*

When this began a wicker broom was enough 
or enough to matter to somebody
tinsel & crusting over like a snowbank or eye 
reddened to a maddening gone mercury
long road blurred to diminishing saviors

*

Sever fine lengthenings forward to holiday 
sanctioned by an animal holding postcards
at arm’s length at American expense no 
account here or waiting for you flowers disturb 
you flower found in a vacant space
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*

It’s a fiction this new world you speak of an ex- 
hilirating bluster of laughter mingled with bigger 
roomier corners of shame & this is what I love 
about you, brother, sister, ex-wife, this my daughter 
my unmaking you my making
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ANNIVERSARY

    —Memorial Day, 2002 

Absent not kissed how much you differ from
my earlier work. These anniversaries
glut: push: disappear where clouds aint floating.
They closed the coffee shop with us still in it.
Seven types of anxiety, clutter, fumble—
Later poems and much later poems and four
kinds of “not”            Does Iowa look like Oregon or away?
You can’t rework that thing no more: it’s done.

Months later: the poems of Donne, no more, you.
Smiling we swallowed the packets sugar?
Not kissed, unsolved, not absolved. Our sins make
fools of our circle, our love. October
leavetaking and a sonnet about Milton and bacon,
the breakfast food not the enlightenment man.
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BACKYARD

& a prefab interior 
for a final

pine tree, thicket 
packed with ticks:

water on sound quickens 
small child waiting on a train:

standing life a wall
tissue thin: fuse & filament

sparking something 
more than minor.

*

More than days, these.

Central casting brought 
next to lips

sanctioned 
a song
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BEREAVEMENT 

The mosquitoes have gone to bed because summer
Is dying. Most bathrooms are busy; my father sighs
And heaves upstairs. I feel as if babies are in the walls.

All of this is just for show: crickets and coffee and rivers.
You are the oldest thing in your house. Think about that.

*

There are too many ways of inspecting suffering.
Too many paths to discovering what your mother,
Your cousins, already found. In that garden, there,
Raccoons have toppled a birdbath. My metal detector
Has found a vast field of keys and keychains, 
Canadian currency. All lost things remain lost. 

*

My dead friend’s widow is sending me a parcel
Which will probably bring both memories
And flowers, neither of which is necessarily a sure thing.
Yet I can’t help but send it back out to you.

To spread our sorrow is to reach until it breaks your back.
It’s good work if you can get it.

To be self-solipsized. To be underground. 
After all, it’s still just water, extending its mirror for miles.
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IN AMHERST

Emily stands in her standard plain frock at the edge of a 
normal wood, earbuds in, Carlo at her side. She leans down 
and nuzzles the dog, removes her sneaker, inverts it to 
free the pebble inside, replaces it on her foot. With great 
deliberateness, then, she plunges forward into the rust-
colored copse, swaying slightly to Mazzy Star, thinking about 
volcanoes and judges, inhabiting a vague idea of posterity, 
stopping here and there to admire a thrush or the ridiculous 
woodpecker. She is walking with her dog in a park in wide-
open Massachusetts, as she postulates theorems about 
gigantic worlds that endure enclosed in domestic spaces.


